December 17, 2010

Fellow Surveyors,

This is a letter to introduce our new single page blurb “Six Key Reasons to Register Right-of-Way Plans.”

The Dormant Plan Working Group has identified that one of the major deterrents to plan registration is the difficulty in obtaining consent documents from the requestor of the pipeline right-of-way survey. It is our hope, that with increased awareness and education, this problem will be reduced.

Attached, you will find a short document entitled “Six Key Reasons to Register Right-of-Way Plans.” The intent would be for each of us to include this document in our initial request to the client to execute the “consent to register a plan” form.

We can see no harm in providing this form with every request but you will make your own decision on how frequently to send it. After the first few requests, you may decide to send it only to your new or troublesome clients.

We hope to find this helpful in our quest to eliminate our dormant plans.

Yours Truly,

Your Dormant Plans Working Group